DEFERRED COMPENSATION COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
ADVANTIS ANNUAL REPORT
April 29, 2014, 3:00-4:00 P.M.
Portland Bldg 12th Floor St. John’s Room
Present:

Cathy Bless
Jennifer Cooperman
Fred Miller

Administrative: Jayson Davidson – Hyas Group
Jeanine Keller
Advantis:

Laurie Wilson, Senior VP/Chief Financial Officer

Absent:

Ken McGair

1. Welcome by Jeanine
2. Advantis Credit Union Annual Report








Overview of Annual Reports - Jayson provided an overview of the information expected
from service providers at the annual report meetings. Laurie stated that she would be the
representative from Advantis providing the annual report to the Committee instead of the
President, Bob Corwin.
Breakdown of assets by tier rate - Advantis presented information on the City of
Portland deferred compensation assets including a breakdown of the number of
participants by tier level.
New enrollments for Advantis in 2013 were 49. Advantis confirmed the number
provided was truly new enrollments and not current participants adding the new Roth
plan available to participants beginning in 2013.
Rate of Return Review – Advantis confirmed to the Committee its recent decision to
lower the rate of return on its deferred comp project effective April 1, 2014. The rate
dropped by 5 basis points and the reduction was across all tiers. Advantis stated their
last reduction was in 2009. The Committee reviewed Advantis’ practice of paying rate of
return based on the source of assets within the deferred comp account. Jeanine will
review the Plan to Plan transfers that move from ING to Advantis so that Advantis can be
notified which type of funds are being transferred (rollover of non-457 funds vs. rollover of
prior 457 funds vs. employee contributions). The Committee had additional concern
about the Advantis rate sheet footnote regarding NCUA limit of $250,000. Advantis
stated it is mentioned in one of their bullet points listed on the rate sheet. Advantis
confirmed that all funds in deferred comp accounts are combined in determining the
NCUA limit of $250,000, but account sources are not combined when paying rate of
return at the tier levels.
2-Year Treasury Notes Benchmark - Advantis compared the benchmarks of the
Federal Reserve Bank Discount Rate and the 2-year Treasury Notes against the deferred
comp Annual Percentage Yield (APY) Hyas requested Advantis provide results of its
most recent stress tests (seeking performance data when interest rates rise at different
levels). Advantis will not share its internal stress test data as Laurie stated that was
confidential. She would, upon the City signing a disclosure statement, provide it annual
financial reports. Hyas asked if Advantis would be able to meet the contractual 6-month







asset disbursement schedule if the contract were terminated. Advantis stated they would
be able to meet the contract terms.
Credit Quality – Advantis reviewed credit-quality scorecards on all their loans and then
provided separate scorecards on First Mortgage Loans and Home Equity Loans.
Between 2012 and 2013 Advantis added 2 scorecard levels to correlate to new loan
pricing Advantis implemented to capture more loan business from their members.
Advantis’ Loan Delinquency Ratio (60 days or more) and the Net Loan Charge-Off Ratio
(amount of debt that a company believes it will never collect against average receivables)
compare favorably to their Peer averages.
Loan Portfolio – Advantis reviewed their loan portfolio amounts comparing 2012 to
2013. They reviewed their Loans to Deposits ratio (2013 was 83.61% versus 2012 of
75.93%). The target ratio is 80-105%. (If the ratio is too high, it means that credit unions
might not have enough liquidity to cover any unforeseen fund requirements; if the ratio is
too low, credit unions may not be earning as much as they could be.)
Advantis reviewed their Loan Turnover Ratio (measures effectiveness in extending credit
as well as collecting debts). The loan turnover ratio shows that overall, Advantis’ loan
portfolio re-prices in under 30 months, which is good for them because of how they
manage their overall interest rate risk on their balance sheet. It is also an indicator of the
loan term diversification of their loan portfolio.
Advantis reviewed their distribution of loans by maturity year. (Credit cards and lines of
credit are not included because they have no maturity date.)
Additional Information –
o Advantis reviewed the Callahan & Associates’ Total Return of the Member Report.
This is a national review of total benefits returned to Credit Union members.
Advantis ranked fourth nationally.
o Advantis has offered to provide a copy of their Audited Financial Statement. Cathy
will review their disclosure requirement form with Ken McGair.
o Advantis reviewed the SNL Financial report of “Best Performing Credit Unions
over $500 million”. (SNL Financial collects, standardizes and disseminates all
relevant corporate, financial, market and M&A data — plus news and analysis —
for the industries they cover: banking, financial services, insurance, real estate,
energy, media/communications and metals & mining.) Advantis ranked fourth
nationally with regard to overall ranking metrics (Total Assets, Member Growth,
Efficiency Ratio, Total Delinquent Loans vs. Total Loans, Market Growth).
o Advantis distributed their 2013 Annual Report and noted that it is now available at
their website.

3. Next meeting is scheduled for May 8, 2014 at which ING will present their annual report to
the Committee.
4. Meeting adjourned

